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ABSTRACT 

Flexibility is a relevant topic in the field of green supply chains (GSC), as disturbances lead to additional 
transport and storage, frequently aggravated by energy-consuming air conditioning requirements. This 
paper discusses how simulation can support to establish flexible GSCs with specific focus on decreasing 
CO2 and energy consumption. For this purpose, the term flexibility is structured into categories, and 
methodological approaches driven by simulation in supply chains are studied. Flexibility requirements in 
the context of a GSC are analyzed and potential support derived for increasing this flexibility, gained by a 
join of simulation techniques, data models and morphological characteristics of flexibility. An approach 
for systematic flexibility analysis is presented on the grounds of a data mart that represents both internal 
and external factors influencing GSC scenarios.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

The continuous growth of CO2 emissions and energy consumption is a major cause for greenhouse gas 
emissions and in consequence for climate change, which has the largest negative impact on our environ-
ment (Diabat and Simchi-Levi 2009). There are a lot of manufacturing organizations who deal with 
measuring and reducing the size of their carbon footprint and the amount of energy (Van Slooten 2009), 
but there are fewer supply chains (SC) which can support these intentions, because there exists no ade-
quate method or general set-up for these activities (Rabe and Deininger 2011). Even though it is generally 
agreed that being environmentally responsible can induce a competitive advantage, SCs will inevitably 
need to respect this aspect in the future.  

Several methods can be applied to analyse steady-state SCs, but this is not sufficient. SCs are in the 
center of demand, production, and environmental as well as social constraints. Therefore, most SCs are 
highly dynamic systems, influenced by continuous technological changes, innovations, traffic operation 
and policy, many kinds of costs (e.g., energy, duties, taxes, wages, etc.) and the uncertainties of an always 
changing economy. Hence, SCs have to provide a high grade of flexibility to cope with these require-
ments. In the light of these challenges the goal of this paper is to understand how discrete event simula-
tion can support increasing flexibility in SCs with the specific focus on decreasing CO2 emissions and en-
ergy consumption and keeping them low even under disturbances. For the steady-state case, we can find 
approaches for the description of green supply chains and even standards like GreenSCOR (Chenga 
2011). Surprisingly, there seem to be few researches in the exploitation of discrete event simulation tech-
niques for the flexibility evaluation of green supply chains under disturbance, and the authors have not 
been able to find a previous paper with this focus. To meet our goal, we first introduce the relevant terms 
of the research topic with specific scope on environment-friendliness in the SC and the concept of flexi-
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bility. The main section portrays a brief explanation of how we bring together simulation and flexibility 
on different levels in a model and some intricacies involved in simulation.  

2 GREEN SUPPLY CHAINS AND FLEXIBILITY  

In this chapter we introduce the most important terms that will be used in conjunction with simulation, 
namely green supply chains and flexibility. As a first step, we define what “green supply chain” means, 
which kind of environment-friendly actions exist and how the method Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) 
helps to identify the nodes of a green supply chain that have to be improved by taking flexibility into con-
sideration. In the next paragraph we state essential definitions and the historical background of manufac-
turing flexibility. Then, we discuss further morphological characteristics of flexibility that should be ana-
lyzed within detail in the next chapter, based on a modeling approach and an example. 

2.1 How Can a Supply Chain be “Green”? 

The complexity of SCs has risen significantly because of the new and increasing requirements and possi-
bilities – like sustainability, globalization and environmental friendliness (Rabe and Deininger 2011). In 
this context the term “green supply chain” became also a new important topic of research, which does not 
have a standardized definition yet. For instance, Godfrey (1998) defines GSCs as practices of monitoring 
and improving environmental performance in the SC. Green et al. (1996) state that green supply refers to 
the way in which innovations in SC management and industrial purchasing are considered in the context 
of the environment. Hervani et al. (2005) interpreted GSC as aggregation of SC activities in relation to the 
support of the protection of the environment. Examples for these activities include Green Design, Selec-
tion of Green Material, Selection of Green Suppliers, Green Production, Green Logistics, Green Packag-
ing, Gaining Green Certification, and Reverse Logistics (Rabe and Deininger 2011). Rao and Holt (2005) 
point out that the issue of green focuses on the minimization or elimination of solid, energy, emissions, 
chemicals or hazardous waste by material suppliers, contractors, service contractors, vendors, distributors, 
and end users within the SC. From this multitude of environment-friendly action fields, in this paper we 
focus on climate protection and on such activities which reduce carbon emissions and so decrease energy 
use within the SC. More precisely, we examine the sector logistics because its emissions continued to 
grow spectacularly in the last decades (in contrast to other determining sectors in this topic, like manufac-
turing and construction) (Clausen and Hesse 2008). More specifically, this paper discusses the section of 
the SC from the finished product transported from the manufacturing plant up to the retail store. 

As a method for collecting, selecting and analyzing the data which influence a SC’s green strategy, 
we have chosen Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). LCA is a very effective technique for these requirements, 
because this concept uses the most accurate and relevant data for identifying information that can show 
how environment-friendly the SC is at a specific point of time. Also, LCA is able to help us to define 
what the further options of the GSC improvement are. Moreover, it supports the "Compilation and evalua-
tion of the inputs, outputs and the potential environmental impacts of a product system throughout its life 
cycle" (ISO 14000, 2007), relying on international trusted databases like ecoinvent or European Refer-
ence Life Cycle Database (Lindskog and Berglund 2011). However, we have to understand that LCA 
principally covers the whole product life cycle, while we restrict our study to a clearly limited phase of 
product distribution. Therefore, we have to respect this constraint in our approach.  

2.2 Flexibility 

Flexibility is one of the most important requirements of modern SCs, because it facilitates the response to  
challenges like globalization, technological changes, innovations and the continuous economical uncer-
tainty with little penalty in time, effort, cost or performance (Zhang et al. 2002a; 2002b; 2006). With flex-
ibility, SCs can achieve a huge competitive advantage and ensure their survival in this ever changing 
world. In addition, this ability is also needed to meet the demand of environment-friendly customers, 
whose number is continually increasing (Straube and Doch 2011). 
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The concept of flexibility has been first introduced in the work of Lavington (1921), who points out a 

connection between variability and the value of flexibility taking the "risk arising from the immobility of 
invested resources into consideration". After that, three functional perspectives of flexibility have been 
evolved. The first is the economic one that is based on the research of Stigler (1939), who defines flexibil-
ity as the ability of a single-product firm to make output decisions at relatively low costs, when exoge-
nous shocks are impacting on the organization. In the 1980ies and 1990ies, the manufacturing perspective 
is emphasized, while conceptual frameworks, models and measures for manufacturing flexibility are de-
veloped (Bertrand 2003; Wadhwa and Rao 2003). In the last 10-15 years organizations and SCs are also 
getting into the focus of academic studies (Koste and Malhotra 1999). From this perspective, flexibility is 
the firm’s ability to suffer limited change without serious disorganization (Sethi and Sethi 1990; Zhang et 
al. 2002b; Zhang et al. 2009). The tools of such kind of non-technological flexibility are for instance de-
centralization, divisionalization and project management, job enrichment or enlargement concepts, man-
agement of SC capabilities or business strategies (Awwad and Almahamid 2008; Child 1972). 

Referring to the literature, four dimensions of flexibility are classified (Day 1994; Zhang et al. 
2002b): product development flexibility, manufacturing flexibility, logistics flexibility, and spanning flex-
ibility. Product development flexibility means the ability to rapidly and effectively introduce new prod-
ucts and upgrade existing products by replying to customers’ demands for design altering (Sethi and Sethi 
1990). Manufacturing flexibility evolves when manufacturing resources and unsteadinesses are adequate-
ly managed and in parallel, different customer demands are taken into consideration (Zhang et al. 2003). 
In the focus of logistics flexibility are the changing requirements for delivery, support and service, which 
the organization has to treat in an effective and rapid manner (Perry 1991; Davis 1993; Day 1994; Bow-
ersox and Closs 1996; Zhang et al. 2002b; Zhang et al. 2005). At least, spanning flexibility is present in a 
firm’s life when horizontal information connections within the SC are created and ensured (Day 1994). 
Certainly these dimensions are typical of SCs too, because of the interrelations that exist between compa-
nies and organizations. 

The different time horizons are also relevant to mention, because they can influence the decision mak-
ing strategy and so the flexibility of a SC. There are three horizons that we can distinguish. Operational 
flexibility (short-term) corresponds to built-in procedures that permit a large range of responses to opera-
tional variables (e.g., sequencing, scheduling). Tactical flexibility (medium-term) for factories refers to 
actions that are undertaken before the plant is built and the organizational setup is determined (Carlsson 
1989; Upton 1994). This horizon shows technological and organizational routines corresponding to how 
to deal with quantitative and qualitative changes considering production and product mix over the course 
of a business cycle etc. (Araujo and Spring 2002). For SCs, this means that tactical flexibility covers deci-
sions done before deciding the physical setup of the network. Finally, strategic flexibility (long-term) de-
termines how the firm or SC is positioning itself with respect to future challenges and opportunities 
(Carlsson 1989; Upton 1994). 

The hierarchical levels of flexibility are the following: shop floor level flexibility (product, volume, 
routing), called basic flexibility, plant or company level (delivery, transshipment, postponement) which 
means system flexibility and aggregate level (sourcing, response, access, launch) which concludes the 
customer-supplier relationships in a SC (Sánchez and Pérez Pérez 2005). A SC is flexible on an aggregate 
level, if it can react to changes and new challenges and achieve appropriate results as a whole, and not on-
ly single participants of the SC have this ability. 

Suarez (1991) pointed out that there are internal and external factors which influence flexibility. 
Among the internal factors of a SC those are found that are – at least in principle – under control of the 
organization (e.g., investing in faster trucks for transportation). External factors in contrast are independ-
ent of the specific SC and the participants of the SC cannot influence them, but need to adapt their SC ac-
cordingly (e.g., environmental regulations, macro-economical changes, behavior of the competitors, etc.). 

The categories of flexibility discussed above are summarized in Figure 1. In the next chapter we will 
introduce and analyze a method which can help to increase the flexibility of GSCs, considering the organ-
izational perspective, the logistics dimension (in a physical and a logical manner) and the tactical aspect 
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Supply chain simulation projects quite often are part of a strategic initiative for a company or at least for a 
business unit of the company. Hence, also the objectives are rather strategic such as analysis of the exist-
ing supply chain structures, identification of bottlenecks and weaknesses within the supply chain struc-
ture, improved understanding of cost drivers for stock and transportation costs, and improved understand-
ing of lead times and causes for stock out (Schulz and Spieckermann 2008). 

In many cases of supply chain simulation it turns out to be painful and costly to generate a valid data 
model of all supply chain operations since not only information about the network is needed but also on 
orders, bills of material, rules on order and production control etc. (Chang and Makatsoris 2001). This 
challenge will even grow with the consideration of “green” aspects in supply chains. 

In the context of this paper, it is necessary to point out that in the context of supply chains the term 
simulation does in many cases not refer to discrete-event simulation (DES) (Kleijnen 2005). However, 
with respect to the application of DES to supply chains it is rather common to use commercial simulation 
tools either stand-alone ones or to connect simulation to software with advanced planning features (APS 
software) or to ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems (Banks et al. 2002). As an example, Figure 3 
is a screenshot of a simulation model set up with the toolset ICON-SimChain, a combination of a com-
mercial DES simulation tool (PlantSimulation), and the supply chain monitoring and operation software 
environment ICON (Alicke and Gutenschwager 2003). This toolset will be explained in the following 
sections as a background of the authors that could be enriched for the simulation of GSCs. 

The toolset ICON-SimChain consists of three major parts: a graphical user interface used for model 
configuration, a data base in which all configuration data and simulation results are stored and a DES 
Supply Chain Simulation Framework based on Plant Simulation. In ICON-SimChain, all model elements 
are created automatically from a template library implemented in PlantSimulation. This library as a set of 
templates represents predefined ready-to-use building blocks for simulation experiments. A specific tem-
plate combination is used to instantiate a specific simulation scenario with the aim to support SC deci-
sions. Examples for templates within ICON-SimChain are “Depot (Site)” which is used to model enter-
prise locations (sites) and its transport relations to other sites or the template “Transport Route” which is 
used to model transports between locations. As described above, operational decision rules can be speci-
fied within the framework of the ICON environment. 

The data model of ICON-SimChain is quite extensive. Therefore, this section gives an overview of 
the most important parts of the data model, only. To simulate supply chain data of considered locations, 
SKU (stock keeping units), the transport relations between locations (i.e. material flow) and information 
flow are necessary. The basic tables of the data model hold data which describe locations (production 
sites, hubs and customers), calendars, SKU and BOM (bill of material), carriers and means of transport, 
information delay, forecast errors, transport relations and sourcing (sequence of transport relations). Fi-
nally a scenario is defined by a set of configurations (see Figure 3).  

4 USING SIMULATION TO FACE FLEXIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

In this paper, we discuss Discrete Event Simulation (DES) only, because it is an efficient method for ana-
lyzing time-variant systems where changes occur at discrete points in time. DES is also appropriate for 
analyzing powerful “what-if”-scenarios, which means it permits the comparison of various operational al-
ternatives without changing the real system (Chang und Makatsoris 2001) and that is exactly what is 
needed when searching for more flexible green SCs, especially on the operational and tactical planning 
level (Hellström and Johnsson 2005).  

The main aspect of the term flexibility is the ability of reacting to changes as pointed out in the previ-
ous sections. To support flexibility in SCs there is the need to take different “To Be” models into account 
where every “To Be” model represents an alternative scenario in respect to external influences on the SC, 
which facilitates supply-chain-planning too. To improve existing solutions like the one described in Sec-
tion 3, a more generic and systematic modeling and data collection approach is required. The main out-
lines of this approach are specified in the following. 
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Figure 3: Scenario definition with the ICON-SimChain data model 

4.1 The General Modeling Approach 

The SC scope, defined by its entities and their general relationships, describes the categories and potential 
sources of data that can be used for the analysis (Fig. 4). These data, from the SC itself as well as from the 
environment that is influencing the SC, are brought together in a structured architecture, which we call 
“data mart”. The data mart can be described as common view of enterprise data in which the physical 
storage is an underlaying data warehouse (Parimala and Pahwa 2006). The data mart contains multifari-
ous data, represented by a diversity of data types related to different sources in various formats. The bene-
fits of this architecture are data legibility, the support of company knowledge and the neglection of 
boundaries between data management and data movement (Liu 1999). For instance, there will be sensor 
data which are automatically collected by radio-frequency identification (RFID) systems or data imports 
from a legacy database. Additionally, the business logic workflows can be stored in respect to LCA. The 
data mart is divided into two conceptual parts. The first one represents the external factors that cannot be 
influenced by the participants of the SC. The second one includes the internal factors like the description 
of the current network. Both parts together are forming the data source for the simulation experiments. 
The main design element of the simulation approach is a template library which supports the experiment 
setup. The results of simulation experiments which form the flexibility evaluation will be mirrored back 
to the model.  

4.2 Data Mart 

The data mart is subdivided into the area of internal factors and the area of external factors. The internal 
factors are based on the SC itself. A distinction is made between two basic SC views. The first one, called 
the physical network, is made up of entities which describe the physical structure and its geographical 
transport relations. The major elements of the physical network are nodes (e.g., factory) and relations 
(e.g., transport path). The second view describes the rules also called policies which illustrate the business 
logic (Hicks 1999). The business logic defines how products move through the supply chain under the 
constraints set by the physical network as well as further constraints like the relationships among the 
products. As an example, let us assume a physical network with an intermediate storage between the 
manufacturing plant and the retail store. A related business logic could specify that under regular condi-
tions all products go through the intermediate storage in order to optimize truck loads, but a product is 
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transported directly from the plant to the retail store if the retailer’s inventory is zero. The third compo-
nent of the internal part are the company Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). The underlying principle is 
to enrich the statistical data by the reliable and actual data collected by monitoring systems of the compa-
ny. The assumption here would be that it is more realistic and therefore precise to use e.g., the consump-
tion of actually used vehicles than to take statistical average values, possibly being independent of the 
specific vehicle type, into account.   

 

Figure 4: Flexibility model 

The counterpart of internal data is the data base of external factors. These data is divided into differ-
ent subclasses with respect to their function. In our approach we use three subclasses. The first one de-
scribing traditional external SC factors like customer demand. The second one related to the term “green” 
in the described SC, i.e. it refers to environmental data. These data are stored in enterprise or public data-
bases and is containing information about global KPIs, like the CO2 emissions of specific transport 
modes. The last part represents further influential factors which may cause a change in the behavior of the 
SC. Today politics and media are an important example. A political decision such as fees for railways in a 
country may have an effect on SC transport pathes. An example for the influential power of the media 
could be the advertising of the new law of France, called “Grenelle ΙI” (June 2010), which declares that 
from July 2011 the carbon footprint label on products is mandatory rather than voluntary. It is likely that 
the discussion of this law in the media abroad will increase the interest of consumers in other countries 
regarding this topic and lead them to search for such kind of products, which may result in a pressure on 
domestic companies to demonstrate their environment-friendliness. 
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4.3 Simulation Approach for Green Supply Chains 

There are two kinds of information classes – internal and external – which influence the level of SC flexi-
bility as demonstrated in the previous section. Based on these conceptual parts there are various scenarios 
with different key aspects. The first key aspect is the external one, as an enterprise likes to know which 
impact external factors will have on their (current or future) supply chain. The second key aspect relates 
to the design options that an enterprise considers for their supply chain. The resulting research space is the 
crossproduct of both sets of scenarios, enabling the search for the future SC that can face future external 
factors with the most adequate flexibility with acceptable economical and environmental KPIs. 

The internal factors will form the knowledge base for the SC design scenarios. As an example for a 
physical SC network, we can imagine to add an additional node, e.g., representing a warehouse, to the ex-
isting network in its potential geographical location. A simulation experiment will evaluate the “To Be” 
SC under the given constraint of the physical network and as a result supports the decision about changes 
on the logical network. By adding the policies to the scenario parameters we gain the ability to evaluate 
different arrangements of rules. The results generated in this way can be used to select the best set of rules 
for different tasks (Hicks 1999). The method how to select the best policies is not in the scope of this pa-
per.   

The external factors serve as a further basis for simulation input. From the data point of view, these 
factors represent the external flexibility requirements, because their initial values, changes and fluctua-
tions will be a measure for the SC flexibility. The flexibility of the SC will determine if the SC can react 
in an effective and successful manner or if undesirable effects will occur.  

As already implemented for ICON-SimChain (cp. chapter 3), the simulation experiments can be au-
tomatically deduced from a SC scenario, based on template libraries. The scope of the template library is 
limited by the scope of the SC – for example, there is no need to design a template for an assembly station 
if this is not part of the SC model scope.  

The results of experiment series act as flexibility evaluation. One possible use of this outcome is to 
study how flexible a given system will behave in relation to external factors. The second use of these re-
sults is acting as knowledge basis for the improvement of the SC with respect to green aspects, leading 
e.g., to redesigning the physical network or designing and remodeling policies on the logical network lay-
er. 

4.4 Flexibility Example 

In order to gain a practical impression of the flexibility approach, an illustration is given of an example 
which explains the discussed issue of external factors with respect to the scope of CO2 reduction and its 
practical benefit for SC flexibility. The scenario is formulated as “How should I design my SC in order to 
be less vulnerable to a nationwide strike? The design of the SC is related to both views – the physical 
network and the business logic. We assume that a set of policies describes the business options for inter-
mediate storage of goods. The set of all possible choices is given by the SC network serving as constraint 
for the simulation scenario. Furthermore, the policies can contain additional information in the form of 
supplementary knowledge. In our example they include goods which are probably the most “important” 
products for the next week.  The definition of “most important” depends on the SC context – we can im-
agine that it is the main product of a new marketing campaign, the product with the greatest financial re-
ward, or simply an external factor – the customer demand of a product, which leads to a requirement as “a 
delay of the good is not acceptable”. The specific simulation application template is the basis for simulat-
ing different “To Be” scenarios (e.g., using <Second Warehouse> and <Fifth warehouse> instead) and 
taking business knowledge into account. The resulting different emission KPIs enable for choosing the al-
ternative storage option with the fewest CO2 emissions. This increases the flexibility of the GSC because 
if one of the storages is not available, simulation delivers the KPIs as decision support to choose the next 
alternative storage with low CO2 emissions. Therefore the company is able to react more flexible to ex-
ternal distractions in their GSC.  
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While this sample for illustrative purposes just considers one single external factor, the flexibility of 

the SC will have to be measured with respect to its ability to react to a large set of possible fluctuations. 
Here, the notion of risk comes into discussion, as deviations from the standard SC behaviour can be better 
accepted if the risk for this external development is low. A method to calculate overall flexibility KPIs 
taking risk evaluation into account is not considered for this paper, but appears to be an interesting re-
search field in order to substantially judge the SC flexibility based on simulation experiments.  

5 CONCLUSION  

In this paper we have discussed special flexibility from the organizational perspective, the logistics di-
mension and the tactical aspect on an aggregate level. In addition, flexibility characteristics where intro-
duced in the “green” context of CO2 reduction. The approach has pointed out that flexibility of GSCs can 
be analysed by an adequate combination of data representation, simulation and supporting mechanisms.  
As always, measurement is the basis for improvement, and thus the flexibility analysis is the starting 
point to optimize GSCs for most flexibly reacting to external influence.  We have illustrated that a list of 
entities is needed to build up the model. These entities are mainly a data mart with conceptually divided 
parts where flexibility requirements and design scenarios can be derived from and a simulation frame-
work that uses templates to conduct the flexibility evaluation. To address the data mart concept which 
serves both as collaboration storage and organization of data we propose a collaboration platform. It will 
support the architecture requirements in a manner that ontologies, interfaces or different data layers can 
be integrated. 

The first steps to realize this platform approach are taken in a currently running European project 
(FP7-ICT-288585, started 01.01.2012), called Energy Efficiency in the Supply Chain through Collabora-
tion, Advanced Decision Support and Automatic Sensing (e-SAVE). The aim of this initiative is to sup-
port the design and operation of energy-efficient SCs in the consumer goods sector. It will deliver the sys-
tem, services, collaboration platform and management tools that will permit companies to monitor, 
manage and share energy use and carbon footprint data. Exploiting this platform, operational as well as 
strategic decision making and SC design decisions can be supported. In this context, the authors will con-
duct further research to implement the principles of studying flexibility in GSC as presented in this paper 
in a simulation environment cooperating with a collaboration platform.  
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